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ABSTRACT

We develop a Web-based video database management sys-
tem, namedBilVideo, providing an integrated support for
both spatio-temporal and semantic (keyword, event/activity
and category-based) queries on video data. In this paper,
we introduce the architecture ofBilVideo and its SQL-like
textual video query language that has the capability to
handle a broad range of spatio-temporal queries, which may
contain any combination of directional, topological, 3D-
relation, object-appearance, trajectory-projection and
similarity-based object-trajectory conditions. Furthermore,
we present the Web interface ofBilVideoand its tools,Fact-
ExtractorandVideo-Annotator, which are used to populate
the facts-base and feature database of the system to sup-
port spatio-temporal and semantic video queries, respec-
tively. The goal of our project is to provide support for any
application with spatio-temporal and semantic video query
requirements; hence,BilVideo is application-independent,
but yet can easily be tailored for specific needs of such
applications through the definition ofexternal predicates.

Keywords: Spatio-temporal relations, content-based
retrieval, video databases, multimedia databases, video
query languages.

1. INTRODUCTION

We develop a video database management system, named
BilVideo, which provides an integrated support for both
spatio-temporal and semantic queries on video data [1]. A
spatio-temporal query may contain any combination of di-
rectional, topological, 3D-relation, object-appearance,
trajectory-projection and similarity-based object-trajectory
conditions. BilVideo handles spatio-temporal queries
using a knowledge-base, which consists of a fact-base and a
comprehensive set of rules implemented in Prolog, while se-
mantic queries are handled by an object-relational database.
The rules in the knowledge-base significantly reduces the
number of facts that need to be stored for spatio-temporal
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querying of video data whilst keeping the query response
time reasonably short [1]. The query processor interacts
with both of the knowledge-base and object-relational data-
base to respond to user queries that contain a combination of
spatio-temporal and semantic queries. Intermediate query
results returned from these two system components are in-
tegrated seamlessly by the query processor and sent to Web
clients. We also present an SQL-like textual video query
language for spatio-temporal queries on video data [2] as
well as the Web-interface ofBilVideo and its tools,Fact-
ExtractorandVideo-Annotator, which are used to populate
the facts-base and feature database of the system to support
spatio-temporal and semantic video queries, respectively.

The goal of our project is to support any application with
spatio-temporal and semantic query requirements on video
data; therefore,BilVideo is application-independent. How-
ever, it can easily be tailored according to specific require-
ments of such applications through the definition ofexternal
predicateswithout any loss in performance. Thus, we in-
tend to cooperate with an organization to realize our project
with an application that needs spatio-temporal and semantic
video query capabilities.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Overall
architecture ofBilVideo is briefly introduced in Section 2.
Sections 3 and 4 present the toolsFact-ExtractorandVideo-
Annotator, respectively. Section 5 provides a brief discus-
sion on the Web query interface ofBilVideo. Our SQL-like
textual video query language for spatio-temporal querying
of video data is introduced in Section 6. Section 7 makes
a short discussion of the system’s flexibility to support a
broad range of applications. We conclude the paper stating
our ongoing work in Section 8.

2. BILVIDEO SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of our Web-based video
database management system,BilVideo. It is built over a
client-server architecture and users access the video database
on the Internet through a Java client applet. The system
can be queried with user-drawn sketches. A visual query
is formed by a collection of objects with some conditions,



such as object trajectories with similarity measure, spatio-
temporal ordering of objects, annotations and events. Ob-
ject motion is specified as an arbitrary trajectory and an-
notations are used for keyword-based search. Users can
browse the video collection before giving complex and spe-
cific queries, as well. A text-based SQL-like query lan-
guage is also available for the users. In the heart of the
system lies the query processor that is responsible for pro-
cessing user queries in a multi-threaded environment. It
communicates with an object-relational database and the
knowledge-base, where semantic and fact-based meta data
is stored, respectively. Raw video data and video data fea-
tures are stored separately. The feature database contains se-
mantic properties of videos used for keyword, activity/event
and category-based queries. These features are generated
and maintained by theVideo-Annotatortool developed as a
Java application. The knowledge-base is used to respond to
spatio-temporal queries and the facts-base is populated by
theFact-Extractortool, which is a Java application as well.

3. FACT-EXTRACTOR TOOL

We have developed a tool,Fact-Extractor, to extract spatio-
temporal relations between salient objects, object trajecto-
ries and object-appearance relations in video clips. Rela-
tions extracted are stored in the knowledge-base as facts,
which are used to query video data for spatio-temporal con-
ditions.

The fact-extraction process is semi-automatic: objects
are manually specified in video frames by their minimum
bounding rectangles (MBRs). Using the object MBRs, a set
of spatio-temporal relations (directional and topological) is
automatically computed. The rules in the knowledge-base
are used to eliminate redundant relations; therefore, the set
contains only the relations that cannot be derived by the
rules. For 3D-relations, extraction cannot be done automati-
cally because 3D-coordinates of the objects
cannot be extracted from video frames. Hence, these re-
lations are entered manually for each object-pair of inter-
est and the relations that can be derived by the rules are
eliminated automatically. The tool performs an interactive
conflict-check for 3D-relations and keeps the set of 3D-
relations of a frame intact for the next frame so that the user
may apply any changes in 3D-relations by editing this set
in the next frame. Object trajectories and object-appearance
relations are also extracted automatically for each object.
Moreover, object MBRs need not be redrawn for each frame
since MBR resizing, moving and deletion facilities are avail-
able. When exiting the tool after saving the facts, some
configuration data is also stored in the knowledge-base if
the video is not entirely processed yet so that the user may
continue processing the same video clip later on from where
it was left off. Since object MBRs are drawn manually by

users, there is a space for erroneous MBR specification al-
though in many cases small errors do not affect the set of
relations computed. To automate this process, anObject-
Extractor utility module has been developed [3]. We plan
to embed this module into ourFact-Extractortool to help
users specify object MBRs with a few mouse clicks on ob-
jects. Figure 2 gives a snapshot of theFact-Extractortool.

4. VIDEO-ANNOTATOR TOOL

We have also developed a tool,Video-Annotator, to extract
semantic data from video clips to be stored in the feature
database to query video data for its semantic content. The
tool also provides facilities for viewing, updating and dele-
ting semantic data that has already been extracted from video
clips and stored in the feature database. A snapshot of the
tool is given in Figure 3.

Our semantic video hierarchy contains three levels:
video, sequenceand scene. Videosconsist ofsequences
andsequencescontainscenesthat need not be consecutive
in time. With this semantic data model, we plan to ans-
wer three types of queries:video, event/activityand ob-
ject. Videoqueries can be used for retrieving videos based
on descriptional data (annotations) of video clips. Condi-
tions may include title, length, producer, production year,
category and director information about a video clip.
Event/activityqueries are the most important and powerful
type of queries among all and they can be used to retrieve
videos by specifying events that occur at semantic layerse-
quencebecause events are associated with sequences. How-
ever, a particular scene or scenes of an event can also be
returned as an answer to a semantic query when requested
because events may have sub-events associated with scenes.
Objectqueries are used to retrieve videos by specifying se-
mantic object features. As videos are annotated, video sali-
ent objects are also associated with some descriptional meta
data.

5. WEB-BASED USER INTERFACE

BilVideo can handle multiple requests over the Internet
through a graphical query interface developed as a Java
applet [4]. The interface is composed of query
specification windows for different types of queries:spatial
andtrajectory. Since video has a time dimension, these two
types of primitive queries can be combined with temporal
predicates to query temporal contents of videos.

5.1. Spatial Query Specification

Spatial content of a video keyframe is the relative position-
ing of its salient objects with respect to each other. This
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relative positioning consists of three separate sets of rela-
tions: directional, topological and 3D-relations. In order
to query the spatial content of a keyframe, these relations
have to be specified in the query within a proper combi-
nation. Obviously, this combination should be constructed
with the logical connectorand; thus, all the relations have to
be present in the video frame(s) returned as a result. In the
spatial query specification window shown in Figure 4 (a),
salient objects are sketched by rectangles, which represent
MBRs of the objects. Hence, each object is enclosed by its
MBR during the database population phase and spatial con-
tent of a keyframe is extracted according to object MBRs.
Similar to the database population phase, the directional and
topological relations between objects are extracted automat-
ically in the query specification phase. Since it is impossible
to extract 3D-relations from 2D-data, users are guided to se-
lect appropriate 3D-relations for salient-object pairs.

5.2. Trajectory Query Specification

Trajectory of a salient object is described as a path of ver-
tices corresponding to the locations of the object in
different video keyframes. Displacement values and direc-
tions between consecutive keyframes (vertices) are used in
defining the trajectory fact of an object. In the trajectory
query specification window shown in Figure 4 (b), users
can draw trajectories of salient objects. The trajectories dis-
played are dynamic in a sense that any vertex can be deleted
from or a new vertex can be inserted to a trajectory. Loca-
tions of the vertices can also be changed to obtain a desired
trajectory. Object-trajectory queries are similarity-based;
therefore, users specify a similarity value, between 0 and
100, where the value 100 implies an exact match.

5.3. Final Query Formulation

In the user interface, spatial and trajectory queries are speci-
fied in different windows. Each of these specifications forms
a sub-query and these sub-queries are combined in the fi-
nal query formulation window given in Figure 4 (c). This
window contains all the specified sub-queries as well as
object-appearance relations for each object. Users can com-
bine sub-queries by logical operators (and, or) and temporal
predicates (before, during, etc.). Except for the logical op-
eratornot, all temporal and logical operators are binary. If
more than two sub-queries are given as arguments to binary
operators, they are combined as cumulative pairs with the
operators. After applying operators to sub-queries, a new
query is augmented to the list, and successive and hierar-
chical combinations become possible. After the final query
is formed, it can be sent to the query processor. Further-
more, any sub-query of the final query may also be sent to
the query processor at any time to obtain partial results if
requested.

(a) Spatial Query Specification

(b) Trajectory Query Specification

(c) Final Query Formulation

Figure 4: Web-Based User Interface



6. VIDEO QUERY LANGUAGE

In this section, we present a new video query language that
is similar to SQL in structure. The language can currently be
used for spatio-temporal queries that contain any combina-
tion of directional, topological, 3D-relation, object-
appearance, trajectory-projection and similarity-based
object-trajectory conditions. As a work in progress, the lan-
guage is being extended so that it could support semantic
video queries as well in a unified and integrated manner.
The language has four basic statements for retrieving infor-
mation:

selectvideofrom all [wherecondition];
selectvideofrom videolistwherecondition;
selectsegmentfrom rangewherecondition;
selectvariablefrom rangewherecondition;

Target of a query is specified inselectclause. A query
may return videos (video) or segments of videos (segment),
or values of variables (variable) with/without segments of
videos where the values are obtained. Aggregate functions,
which operate on segments, may also be used inselectcla-
use. Variables might be used for object identifiers and tra-
jectories. Moreover, if the target of a query is videos (video),
users may also specify the maximum number of videos to
be returned as a result of a query. If the keywordrandom
is used, video fact-files to process are selected randomly in
the system, thereby returning a random set of videos as a re-
sult. The range of a query is specified infrom clause, which
may be either the entire video collection or a list of specific
videos. Query conditions are given inwhere clause. In our
query language,conditionis defined recursively, and conse-
quently, it may contain any combination of spatio-temporal
conditions.

Supported Operators: The language supports a set of lo-
gical and temporal operators to be used in query con-
ditions. Logical operators areand, or andnot while
temporal operators arebefore, meets, overlaps, starts,
during, finishesand their inverse operators.

The language also has a trajectory-projection opera-
tor, project, which can be used to extract sub-
trajectories of video objects on a given spatial con-
dition. The condition is local toprojectand it is op-
tional. If it is not given, entire object trajectories
rather than sub-trajectories of objects are returned.

The language has two operators, “=” and “!=”, to
be used for assignment and comparison. Operator
“!=” is used for inequality comparison while opera-
tor “=” may take on different semantics depending on
its arguments. If the left argument of operator “=” is
an unbound variable, it is treated as the assignment
operator. Otherwise, it is considered as the equality-
comparison operator. These semantics were adopted

from the Prolog language.

Operators that perform interval processing are called
interval operators. Hence, all temporal operators are
interval operators. Logical operators are also consi-
dered as interval operators when they are not part of
a maximal sub-query and if their arguments contain
intervals. Amaximal sub-queryis defined as a longest
sub-query of a given query that can be processed by
Prolog without changing the semantics of the original
query.

In the language, precedence values of logical, assign-
ment and comparison operators follow their usual or-
der. Logical operators assume the same precedence
values defined for them when they are considered as
interval operators, as well. Temporal operators are
given a higher priority over logical operators when
determining the arguments of operators and they are
left associative as are logical operators.

The query language also provides a keyword,repeat,
that can be used in conjunction with a temporal ope-
rator, such asbefore, meets, etc., or a trajectory condi-
tion. Video data may be queried by repetitive condi-
tions in time usingrepeatwith an optional repetition
number given. If a repetition number is not given with
repeat, then, it is considered indefinite, thereby cau-
sing the processor to search for the largest intervals
in a video, where the conditions given are satisfied at
least once over time.

Aggregate Functions: The query language has three
aggregate functions,average, sumandcount, which
take a set of intervals (segments) as input and return
a time value in minutes for each video clip satisfying
given conditions.Averagereturns a time value that
is the average of the time durations of all intervals
found for a video clip whereassum and count are
used to calculate the total time duration for and the
total number of all such intervals, respectively. These
aggregate functions might be very useful to collect
statistical data for some applications, such as sports
event analysis systems, motion tracking systems, etc.

External Predicates: The proposed query language is ge-
neric and designed to be used for any application that
requires spatio-temporal query processing capabili-
ties. The language has a condition typeexternalde-
fined for application-dependent predicates, which we
call external predicates. This condition type is gene-
ric; consequently, a query may contain any applica-
tion-dependent predicate inwhereclause of the lan-
guage with a name different from any predefined pre-
dicate and language construct, and with at least one
argument that is either a variable or a constant (atom).



External predicates are processed just like spatial pre-
dicates as part of maximal subqueries. If an external
predicate is to be used for querying video data, facts
and/or rules related to the predicate should be added
to the knowledge-base beforehand.

In our design, each video segment returned as an answer
to a user query has an associated importance value ranging
between 0 and 1, where 1 denotes an exact match. The re-
sults are ordered with respect to these importance values in
descending order.

7. APPLICATION AREAS

With this project, we target for a full-fledged Web-based
video database management system to support spatio-
temporal (directional, topological, 3D-relation, trajectory-
projection, object-appearance and similarity-based object-
trajectory), semantic (keyword, activity/event and category-
based) and some low-level (color, shape and texture) queries
on video data. There are only a few video database proto-
types around developed for either academic or commercial
purposes; nonetheless, they do only provide support for a
rather small subset of the video features we plan to incor-
porate intoBilVideo, and hence, their success in returning
what the user has actually in mind for his/her query is very
limited. Moreover, their support for visual query specifica-
tion is also not as powerful as that ofBilVideo, which is very
important because the success rate of a video database sys-
tem also depends on how it acquires the query parameters
from users. The visual interface should be simple and easy-
to-use, but yet sophisticated and powerful enough to make
use of all the capabilities the underlying system offers.

BilVideodoes not target a specific application area, and
thus, it can be used to support any application, where vast
amount of video data needs to be searched by
spatio-temporal, semantic and some low-level (color, shape
and texture) video features. Furthermore, our video query
language provides a simple way to extend the system’s query
capabilities throughexternal predicates, which makes
BilVideoapplication-independent but yet easily fine-tunable
for specific needs of such applications without much effort
and without any loss in performance at all. This can be
achieved by adding to the knowledge-base some application-
dependent rules and/or facts that will be used for queries.
Some example applications that might be supported are
sports event analysis systems (soccer, basketball, etc.), ob-
ject movement tracking systems (medical, biological, astro-
physical, etc.) and video archive search systems (movie re-
trieval, digital libraries, news retrieval, etc.). Specifically,
some emerging applications in such areas as digital culture,
tourism, entertainment, education and e-commerce may
greatly benefit fromBilVideo using it as their underlying
video database management system.

8. ONGOING WORK

The query language ofBilVideocurrently supports a broad
range of spatio-temporal video queries. However, the sys-
tem architecture was designed to handle semantic queries,
as well. We also plan to support querying of video data by
some low-level properties (color, shape and texture). In or-
der to provide support for shape and color queries, we pro-
pose a new approach to store and compare shape and color
features of video keyframes and salient objects [5]. Our
work on semantic modeling and querying of video data is
ongoing. Furthermore, the query language is currently be-
ing extended to handle queries that contain not only spatio-
temporal but also semantic query conditions. Another im-
portant issue we are studying is the optimization of user
queries. In an ideal environment, our query language will
establish the basis for a visual query interface and serve as
an embedded language for users because some video queries
are much easier to specify visually. Hence, we will enhance
query specification capabilities of the Web-based user inter-
face ofBilVideo in compliance with the features supported
by its textual video query language and integrate the inter-
face withBilVideo in future.

Some tutorial video clips that demonstrate the
usage of the visual query interface and the tools
of BilVideo are available on the Internet at
http://www.cs.bilkent.edu.tr/∼oulusoy/BilVideo.
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